December 2012 Construction Photos

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: Looking uphill at the penstock bypass chute, animal crossing (center), and lower jump basin.

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: View of the tailrace connector outlet (center) and Coleman Canal during high flows.
Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: Looking downstream of Coleman Canal at the tailrace connector outlet, erosion caused by storm high flows.

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: Temporary drainage ditch constructed to reduce runoff into the Upper Jump Basin.
Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: Storm damages (ponding water at left) to the “A” Road, looking toward the Upper Jump Basin.

Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: Looking downstream toward the new wasteway overflow structure (center right) and the Inskip Header Box.
Coleman Diversion Dam/Inskip Powerhouse: Discharge of the single 30-inch culvert under “A” Road.